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Abstract

Objective: High body mass index (BMI) is associated with many comorbidities and mortality; 

however, we aimed to elucidate the overall clinical risk of obesity using a genome- and phenome-

wide approach.

Methods: We performed a phenome-wide association study (PheWAS) of BMI using a clinical 

cohort of 736,726 adults. This was followed by genetic association studies using 2 separate 

cohorts, one consisting of 65,174 adults in the eMERGE Network and another with 405,432 

participants in the UK Biobank.

Results: Class 3 obesity was associated with 433 phenotypes, representing 59.3% of all billing 

codes in individuals having severe obesity. A genome-wide polygenic risk score for BMI, 

accounting for 7.5% of variance in BMI, was associated with 296 clinical diseases, including 

strong associations with type 2 diabetes, sleep apnea, hypertension, and chronic liver disease. In 

all 3 cohorts, 199 phenotypes were associated with class 3 obesity and polygenic risk for obesity 

and included novel associations such as increased risk of renal failure, venous insufficiency, and 

gastroesophageal reflux, among others.

Conclusions: This combined genomic and phenomic systematic approach demonstrated that 

obesity has a strong genetic predisposition and is associated with a considerable burden of disease 

across all disease classes.
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Introduction

Over two-thirds of the adult population in the United States have overweight or obese BMIs.

(1) The prevalence of obesity, defined as having a body-mass index (BMI) of 30.0 kg/m2 or 

greater, has doubled in over 70 countries in the last 3 decades.(2, 3) Prospective large-scale 

observational studies have shown that BMI above the normal range (overweight, BMI ≥ 25.0 

kg/m2) is associated with significant disease morbidity and increased overall mortality.(4–6) 

However, most prior studies focus on a single disease or a set of related diseases, leaving the 

overall disease burden associated with obesity unknown.

Obesity has a strong genetic predilection. It is known that rare genetic variants in MC4R(7) 

and LEP(8) and other genes are associated with early-onset obesity. However, for the 

large majority of individuals with obesity, their genetic risk stems from the cumulative 

effect of numerous more common genetic risk factors with fairly modest effect sizes.(9, 

10) In 2015, a genome-wide association studies (GWAS) investigating the genetic basis of 

obesity by evaluating the relationship between 2.1 million common variants and BMI in 

300,000 individuals found 97 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with BMI, 

accounting for approximately 2.7% of the variation in BMI.(11) To date, the largest GWAS 

of BMI in approximately 700,000 individuals was performed by Yengo et al. in 2018 and 

identified 941 near-independent SNPs associated with BMI.(12)

Prior studies have suggested that obesity-risk SNPs are associated with ischemic heart 

disease,(13, 14) hypertension,(14) type 2 diabetes,(14) atrial fibrillation,(15) symptomatic 

cholelithiasis,(16) osteoarthritis,(17) and deep venous thrombosis,(18) among others.(19–

25) Further evidence validates genomic risk for obesity is a causal factor for diabetes, 

myocardial infarction, and dyslipidemia.(26) These studies are limited by the use of either 

a single or limited number of genetic polymorphisms associated with BMI and evaluation 

for an association with a single comorbid phenotype. Genome-wide polygenic risk scores 

(PRS) have demonstrated the ability to predict disease occurrence and earlier onset of 

disease.(27) Khera et al. has shown that incorporation of 2.1 million common variants into 

a quantitative genome-wide PRS for BMI can identify individuals with genetic risk for 

obesity comparable to that of monogenic mutations in MC4R.(10) Further, they also found 

that those individuals with a high PRS were at increased risk for six common diseases, 

including coronary artery disease, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, congestive heart failure, 

ischemic stroke, and venous thromboembolism. Here, we aim to extend these prior studies 

by systematically evaluating the association of genetic risk for obesity with diseases in both 

a genome- and phenome-wide approach.

We leveraged a large electronic health record (EHR) population to perform a phenome-wide 

association study (PheWAS)(28, 29) to provide insights into patterns of disease associated 

with BMI. We then used genomic risk to predict BMI and obesity in two cohorts, using 

both known common genetic variants associated with obesity(11) and a genome-wide 
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polygenic score (Figure 1).(10) These studies demonstrated that genetic risk for obesity is 

associated with increased risk for almost 200 diseases across the phenome, along with novel 

associations of genetically-determined BMI with diseases, including renal failure, venous 

insufficiency, gastroesophageal reflux, and rheumatoid arthritis, among others.

Methods

Clinical cohort

We conducted a retrospective observational study using the Vanderbilt University Medical 

Center (VUMC) Synthetic Derivative, a de-identified version of over 3 million VUMC 

patient health records dating back several decades, depending on data type.(30, 31) The 

primary site study population consisted of all adult individuals (≥18 years of age) with 

at least one documented BMI. The study protocol was designated as non-human subject 

research by the Institutional Review Board.

Body Mass Index (BMI) Extraction and Categorization

BMI was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared, where both 

weight and height were measured at a single encounter. All measured BMI values were 

extracted for each adult individual (9,573,624 BMI observations), with BMI data obtained 

during pregnancy (649,442 observations) or with clinically implausible values (less than 

10 kg/m2 or greater than 70 kg/m2, 6316 observations) excluded. The median BMI for 

each individual was classified into one of 6 BMI categories, as defined by the Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the World Health Organization (WHO), 

including underweight (<18.5 kg/m2), normal (18.5–24.9 kg/m2), overweight (25.0–29.9 kg/

m2), and obesity class 1 (30.0–34.9 kg/m2), class 2 (35.0–39.9 kg/m2), and class 3 ( ≥40.0 

kg/m2).(32)

Clinical Cohort BMI Phenome-wide Association Study

All distinct International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification 

(ICD-9-CM) codes from each individuals’ record were captured and translated into PheWAS 

codes (phecodes), a hierarchical classification system for ICD-9-CM codes.(28, 33) A 

minimum of 2 instances of a matching ICD-9 code on separate days was required to be 

translated to a phecode using PheWAS code map version 1.2. For all PheWAS analyses 

in this study, as many phenotypes occur rarely, we analyzed only those that occurred in a 

minimum of 20 cases.

PheWAS was performed using logistic regression models adjusted for age at last BMI 

recorded, sex, and self-reported race to determine the association of BMI categories with 

phenotypes. Using categorical BMI, effect sizes are determined by comparison to those 

individuals with BMI in the normal range. We also used mean BMI as the predictor 

in the PheWAS model to calculate effect sizes per standard deviation (SD)-difference in 

BMI. All PheWAS analyses were performed using the PheWAS package for R statistical 

software, version 3.4.3(35) and using PheWAS code map version 1.2.(34) Two-sided p-

value <5.6×10−6 was considered as statistically significant using Bonferroni correction for 

multiple comparisons.
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Genomic Cohort Analyses

Data for the genomic analyses were derived from two separate cohorts, the first being the 

eMERGE Consortium, a national network organized and funded by the National Human 

Genome Research Institute (NHGRI).(36) eMERGE combines DNA biorepositories with 

EHRs for large scale, high-throughput genetic research. Both the genomic and phenomic 

data (ICD9 diagnosis codes and demographics) were coalesced into a central repository. Of 

the eMERGE cohort, 19,590 (30.1%) individuals were from Vanderbilt University Medical 

Center and also likely contributed data to the clinical cohort, although deidentification 

prevents the ability to confirm overlap. The second genomic cohort was derived from a 

maximal subset of unrelated UK Biobank participants with both genomic and phenomic data 

available.

Genotyping and Imputation in the eMERGE Mendelian Randomization Cohort

The eMERGE population in this study consisted of individuals from institutions contributing 

data to the eMERGE network phases I-III (Supplemental Table 1). Inclusion criteria 

were age ≥18 years with extant genome-wide genotyping data and ICD-9-CM codes. The 

eMERGE Consortium has unified genetic results from 12 different sites across 78 genotype 

array batches through imputation using the Michigan Imputation Server(37) and Haplotype 

Reference Consortium (HRC1.1).(38) This pipeline has resulted in an imputed genome wide 

set of approximately 40 million single nucleotide variant marker allele doses down to 0.1% 

minor allele frequency (MAF). Genotype array files were referenced to build 37 genome 

position using the forward genome strand. Quality control included filtering for sample 

missingness <2.0% and SNP missingness <2.0% in the preprocessing of the data before 

imputation. For duplicate samples on differing arrays, the sample with the most genotyped 

variants for that subject was selected for the merged dataset. Principal component analysis 

(PCA) using the first 10 principal components was performed to determine genetic ancestry 

using PLINK(39) with variants having >5% MAF. Single nucleotide variants with a missing 

rate >10% or not meeting the linkage disequilibrium threshold r2 < 0.7 were excluded in 

PCAs. We performed identity by descent (IBD) analysis to identify related individuals. 

One individual from suspected monozygotic twins or duplicates were excluded randomly. 

Subject relatedness was determined using probability of zero alleles IBD (Z0) < 0.83 and 

the probability of having one allele IBD (Z1) > 0.10 to capture first through third-degree 

relatives. The oldest family member from each family was included in the cohort analysis. 

Minimum mean imputation r2 was 0.83 with a mean r2 of 0.95 across imputed SNPs.

UK Biobank sample selection

A maximal subset of unrelated UK Biobank participants after application of quality control 

was selected as detailed in Bycroft, et al, Supplemental section 3.3.2.(40) Individuals in this 

subset where chosen to have no other related individuals within 3 degrees within the subset, 

to have genotyping missingness < 2%, to have no mismatch between genetically inferred 

and reported sex, and to not be outliers for heterozygosity or genotype missingness. We 

additionally removed individuals without a BMI measurement at the time of enrollment, 

as well as those who revoked consent after enrollment. This left 405,432 UK Biobank 

participants for analysis.
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Construction of Obesity Polygenic Risk Scores (PRS)

The limited PRS in each genomic cohort was calculated from 97 SNPs (Supplemental Table 

3) associated with BMI at genome-wide significance in a prior meta-analysis of genome-

wide association studies conducted by the Genetic Investigation of ANthropometric Traits 

(GIANT) Consortium.(11) The 97-SNP polygenic score was computed for each participant 

by multiplying the effect estimate at each allele by the genetic dosage of the effect allele, 

summing the values across all SNPs for each participant. Within the eMERGE cohort, we 

also calculated a 941-SNP PRS using data from meta-analysis of 681,275 individuals from 

GWAS analyses in the GIANT consortium studies and the UK Biobank.(12)

The genome-wide PRS was computed for each participant with the same procedure, using 

the best performing LDPred-adjusted values—from a model built assuming that 3% of 

variants are causal, and constructed with 2,100,302 variants—as described previously.(10) 

In this approach, each variant’s posterior mean effect is calculated based on the prior 

effect estimate and a shrinkage based on the variant’s correlation structure with other 

variants from the reference population.(41) As all sets were imputed to the same reference 

standard, we were able to use all SNPs for calculation of the genome-wide PRS. The BMI 

variance explained (adjusted R2) by the associated SNPs was calculated with individual-

level genotype and phenotype data using linear regression models adjusted for site, age, sex, 

and the first 10 principal components.

eMERGE PheWAS

To calculate effect estimates for genetically-determined BMI on disease phenotypes, 

PheWAS was performed as described above using logistic regression models, adjusted for 

site, age, sex, and the first 10 principal components. For phenotypes already passing a 

Bonferroni significance threshold for association with class 3 obesity in the primary cohort, 

a false discovery rate (FDR) significance threshold <0.05 was used to assess for replication 

of obesity associations with the genomic score.51 Effect estimates for the 97-SNP score are 

reported per standard deviation (SD) difference in BMI (derived from beta estimates and SD 

of 4.8 kg/m2 in a prior GIANT cohort of 449,472 individuals).

In the eMERGE cohort, we performed association analyses utilizing both the 97-SNP PRS 

and a 941-SNP PRS to demonstrate the improvement of association results with increasing 

quantities of SNPs included in the PRS. The 941-SNP PRS was scaled to a mean of 0 and 

SD of 1 prior to PheWAS analysis. This analysis was not performed in the UK Biobank 

cohort to reduce bias due to sample overlap.

We similarly performed PheWAS using the genome-wide PRS, which was scaled to a 

mean of 0 and SD of 1 prior to analysis. Effect estimates were compared using correlation 

coefficient analysis to determine the similarity between clinical and genomic effect sizes.

UK Biobank PheWAS

ICD10 codes for hospitalizations were reported by the UK Biobank. These were translated 

into phecodes using mappings described previously.(42) For each phecode, a logistic 

regression model was computed, predicting the presence or absence of a phecode as 
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a function of the polygenic score, sex, age at enrollment, the UK Biobank genotyping 

array, and the first ten principal components of ancestry. For phenotypes already passing 

a Bonferroni significance threshold for association with class 3 obesity in the primary 

cohort as well as showing significant association in the eMERGE genomic cohort, an 

FDR significance threshold <0.05 was used to assess for replication of obesity associations 

with the risk score.(35) These models were computed separately for the 97-SNP score 

and the genome-wide polygenic score. PRS was scaled to a mean of 0 and SD of 1 

prior to PheWAS analysis. Effect estimates between cohorts were compared using Pearson 

correlation analysis. We further completed the genome-wide analysis with exclusion of 

Phase 1 of the UK Biobank cohort to limit any overfitting of the model utilizing Ldpred 

calculated values.

Results

Phenotypes Across BMI Categories in Clinical Cohort

We first performed a PheWAS of BMI in 736,726 adults (age >18 years) in a clinical 

cohort (Table S1). Of these individuals, 434,266 (58.9%) were female and the majority 

reported race as White (553,368, 75.1%) in the EHR. A median of 5 BMI assessments (IQR 

2–13) were available per individual with a median BMI of 27.3 kg/m2 (IQR 23.6–32.0). 

Individuals with overweight or obese BMIs comprised 65.2% of the population.

The PheWAS was performed using separate models with both mean BMI and categorical 

BMI as the predictor using Bonferroni significance thresholds. Mean BMI was associated 

with risk of 504 phenotypes in the clinical cohort. Obesity class 3 was associated with 

risk of 433 clinical phenotypes (23.8% of 1816 phenotypes included in the analysis; Figure 

2A) across all broad disease categories compared to normal BMI; 170 phenotypes also 

demonstrated positive association with overweight and lesser obesity classes (Figure 3). 

With increasing overweight or obesity class, there was a nearly linear increase in the 

number of positively associated phenotypes along with an increase in the odds ratios of 

the association (Figure 3). The most significant associations of overweight and obesity 

classes with phenotypes of chronic diseases included essential hypertension (odds ratio 

[OR] 1.48 [95% CI 1.46–1.50) - 4.97 [4.94–5.00], p < 1.0 × 10−300), type 2 diabetes 

(OR 1.68 [1.65–1.71] - 8.28 [8.25–8.32], p<2.1×10−289), obstructive sleep apnea (OR 2.68 

[2.62–2.74] - 27.36 [27.30–27.42], p<4.0×10−221), and polycystic ovarian disorder (OR 

3.07 [2.94–3.19] - 23.18 [23.06–23.29], p<1.1×10−72). Across phenotypes, effect sizes were 

higher for increasing BMI (Table 1). 59.3% of all billed diagnosis codes in individuals with 

class 3 obesity corresponded to a disease associated with BMI.

Genetic Risk Score for Obesity

For the genomic analysis, we used 2 separate cohorts (Table S1). The first consisted 

of 65,174 individuals from 12 institutions within the Electronic Medical Records and 

Genomics (eMERGE) network (Table S2). The second cohort consisted of 405,432 

participants within the UK Biobank. Individuals with overweight or obesity BMIs comprised 

67.9% of the eMERGE cohort and 66.7% of the UK Biobank. A majority of both cohorts 

were of European ancestry (81.0% of eMERGE and 96.3% of the UK Biobank).
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To evaluate the difference using SNPs known to be associated with BMI compared to a 

genome-wide association score in the eMERGE cohort, we performed the PheWAS analyses 

using both a limited PRS of 97 SNPs (Table S3), a more inclusive but limited 941-SNP 

PRS, and a genome-wide PRS of 2.1 million SNPs (Figure 2B–C). In the eMERGE cohort, 

the 97-SNP PRS explained 1.92% [95% CI 1.67–2.17] of the variance in mean BMI 

(p<2.0×10−16) (Figure S1A) and the 941-SNP PRS explained 4.46% [95% CI 4.10–4.83] 

of the variance in mean BMI (p<2.0×10−16). The genome-wide PRS explained 7.47% [7.01–

7.92] of the variance in mean BMI (p<2.0×10−16), 3.9 times the variance explained by the 

97-SNP PRS (Figure S1B).

In the eMERGE cohort, the 97-SNP obesity PRS was significantly associated with 161 (37.2 

%) of the phenotypes showing association with class 3 obesity in the clinical cohort (Table 

S4) with OR demonstrating positive direction of effect (i.e., risk with increasing BMI). 

Excluding phenotypes definitive for obesity (e.g., bariatric surgery, morbid obesity, and 

localized adiposity), some of the most significant associations were with type 2 diabetes (OR 

1.99 [95% CI 1.87–2.11], p=7.35×10−32), sleep apnea (OR 2.24 [2.10–2.38], p=2.59×10−31), 

and hypertension (OR 1.82 [1.70–1.94], p=1.46×10−23). Some of the strongest gene-

association effect sizes were seen for panniculitis (OR 4.30 [3.73–4.87], p=5.3×10−7), 

non-healing surgical wounds (OR 3.16 [2.71–3.61], p=9.7×10−7), and polycystic ovaries 

(OR 2.7 [2.17–3.23], p=2.4×10−4). Only 8 phenotypes positively associated with the obesity 

97-SNP PRS were not clinically associated with class 3 obesity (Table S5).

In the UK Biobank cohort, the 97-SNP obesity PRS was positively associated with 124 (28.6 

%) of the phenotypes showing association with class 3 obesity in the clinical cohort (Figure 

S2). We replicated 77 of the associations with both class 3 obesity and the 97-SNP obesity 

PRS in the eMERGE cohort using the UK Biobank cohort (Table S6).

The PheWAS analysis performed in the eMERGE cohort utilizing the 941-SNP PRS also 

showed a positive association with 235 (54.3%) of the phenotypes associated with class 3 

obesity in the clinical cohort. Using the eMERGE cohort, the genome-wide PRS (Figure 2C) 

showed a positive association with 296 (68.4%) of the phenotypes associated with class 3 

obesity in the clinical cohort (Table S7), replicating 135 more phenotype associations than 

the PRS with only 97 SNPs and 61 more phenotype associations that the 941-SNP PRS. 

PheWAS using the genome-wide PRS in the UK Biobank (Figure S3) replicated 255 of the 

phenotype associations seen in class 3 obesity, replicating 131 more phenotypes that then 

97-SNP PRS.

There were 199 phenotype associations replicated in the clinical data set and both genomic 

data sets using the genome-wide PRS (Table S8) compared to 77 phenotypes replicated in 

all 3 cohorts using the 97-SNP PRS. Disease associations with obesity were replicated 

in all data sets (clinical, eMERGE, and UK Biobank) across all predefined PheWAS 

disease classes: infections (bacterial infection, septicemia), neoplastic (uterine and renal 

cancer), endocrine (diabetes, hypothyroidism), hematologic (anemia), psychiatric (major 

depressive disorder), cardiovascular (hypertension, ischemic heart disease, chronic venous 

insufficiency), respiratory (sleep apnea, pulmonary hypertension), digestive (cholelithiasis, 

esophagitis, gastroesophageal reflux, liver disease), urologic (renal failure), rheumatologic 
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(rheumatoid arthritis, gout), musculoskeletal (osteoarthritis, lumbar disc displacement), and 

dermatologic (psoriasis, hidradenitis).

We performed the analysis with exclusion of individuals in Phase 1 of the UK Biobank 

cohort to confirm absence of overfitting. This resulted in exclusion of 171,871 individual (n 

= 233,561 participants remaining). The majority (141 phenotypes) remained significant in 

all 3 cohorts.

For the 199 phenotypes replicated in the 3 separate primary analyses, measured effect 

sizes for the genomic associations strongly correlated with observed BMI effect sizes in 

the clinical cohort (R2 = 0.54, p <2.2×10−16; Figure 4, Table S9). When observation and 

genomic effect sizes for all phenotypes, regardless of significance were compared, the 

correlation was inferior to the use of only phenotypes meeting significance thresholds (R2 = 

0.32, p <2.2×10−16, Figure S4).

Discussion

Through a combined genome- and phenome- wide approach in both clinical and genomic 

cohorts, this study confirms that obesity is associated with a considerable burden of disease 

across all disease classes. Nearly one-quarter of disease phenotypes, across all major disease 

domains, were associated with class 3 obesity. The phenotypes associated with class 2 and 

3 obesity resulted in over 50% of billed diagnosis codes in those individuals. Almost 200 

phenotypes were associated with both class 3 obesity and genetic risk for obesity with 

a strong correlation between effect sizes for phenotype associations with genetic risk for 

obesity compared to phenotype associations with measured BMI.

The genome-wide approach in this study detected 2.5x the number of significant phenotype 

associations with genetic risk for obesity compared to the limited PRS. Thus, despite the 

conservative study methods requiring 3 cohorts and family-wise significance thresholds, the 

use of a phenome-wide approach coupled to a genome-wide PRS allowed this study to 

identify novel associations of genetically-determined BMI with diseases, including increased 

risk of renal failure, urinary calculus, bundle branch block, cardiomyopathy, venous 

insufficiency, gastroesophageal reflux, spinal stenosis, tendon rupture, and rheumatoid 

arthritis. Other interesting associations with little previous data were also supported by 

our study including asthma, cholelithiasis(16), postoperative complications, and major 

depression.

Resolution of obesity in some individuals can reduce disease burden for specific phenotypes. 

It is well-described that bariatric surgery can induce rapid reduction and cure of diabetes, 

hyperlipidemia, hypertension, and obstructive sleep apnea.(44) However, in individuals with 

obesity, many of the associated phenotypes will have already developed and are unlikely 

to be cured with weight-loss alone, and our analysis does not elucidate which diseases 

may regress with weight loss. For example, obesity was strongly associated with end-organ 

dysfunction, including cardiac, renal, or liver failure, evidence of long-standing effects 

from obesity. These data suggest that treatment of obesity may be a crucial component to 

ameliorate disease progression for a broader range of diseases than previously considered. 
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The breadth of disease associated with obesity substantiates the principle that primary 

obesity prevention could have an enormous impact on healthcare, surpassing that of medical 

or surgical weight-loss alone.

This study has limitations. The method relies on BMI and billing codes recorded in the 

EHR; however, this measure may not fully capture the true impact for some phenotypes 

(e.g., lifetime exposure of obesity). For some individuals, their entrance into a tertiary care 

health system occurs following a change in their health state that may also have affected 

his or her presenting BMI, thus we were unable to fully assess the temporal relationship 

between observations and BMI. As for the phenotypes, for the clinical and eMERGE 

analyses, ICD10 codes were not yet available for use; however, they were minimally used 

at the time of this data collection. ICD10 codes were however used in the phenotype 

mapping in the analysis using data from the UK Biobank. The phenotype coding system 

also can have a significant amount of overlap as it is a hierarchical structure; however, we 

were able to confirm that at least 95 of the phenotype disease associations were clinically 

unique. Another limitation of this study is the potential lack of correlation to non-European 

populations. The majority of the 3 cohorts primarily consisted individuals of European 

descent, including 95% of the UK Biobank individuals. It has been well-established that the 

predictive power of many PRSs are improved in European populations, and as such our PRS 

may under or overestimate the associations of phenotypes with genetic risk for obesity in 

non-European populations.(45) Due to participant deidentification, there is a unquantifiable 

number of individuals that participate in both the Vanderbilt clinical cohort (up to 2.6%) and 

the eMERGE genomic cohort (up to 30%), which may cause the clinical and genomic effect 

sizes in these two cohorts to appear more similar than they would be in nonoverlapping 

populations. We are unable to confirm no sample overlap between the eMERGE cohort and 

the cohorts used for the GWAS meta-analysis performed by Locke et al; however, we believe 

it was likely minimal as none of the cohorts incorporated in the meta-analysis were from 

the eMERGE network. Lastly, while we found strong associations of genetic risk for obesity 

with almost 200 diseases, these methods do not prove causality.

This study is among the first and largest to demonstrate the significant role that genetic 

risk for obesity plays in a systematic spectrum of diseases and the overall healthcare burden 

imposed by obesity. This comprehensive evidence on disease risk associated with obesity 

emphasizes the major impact of obesity on the incidence of disease and also identified 

several novel associations of diseases with obesity, including renal failure, gastroesophageal 

reflux, and venous insufficiency. These extensive associations validate the importance of 

viewing obesity not as a single disease in clinical practice, but an indicator of other 

potentially less evident diseases. Given the strong genetic and environmental contributors 

to obesity, future studies should assess the influence that environmental modifications, such 

as diet and exercise starting at a young age, in the setting of strong polygenic risk for obesity 

could have on the development of subsequent comorbidities.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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What is already known about this subject?

• High body mass index (BMI) is associated with many comorbidities and 

mortality.

• There are strong genetic risk factors for the development of obesity.

• Genetic risk factors for obesity are also associated with increased risk for 

other associated diseases.

What are the new findings in your manuscript?

• Almost one-quarter of disease phenotypes in all major areas of healthcare are 

associated with class 3 obesity.

• A genome-wide approach to defining disease associations with genetic risk 

for obesity identified 200 disease phenotypes associated with genetic risk for 

obesity.

• Identified novel associations of genetically-determined BMI with 

diseases, including increased risk of renal failure, venous insufficiency, 

gastroesophageal reflux, and rheumatoid arthritis, among others.

How might your results change the direction of research or the focus of clinical 
practice?

This study demonstrates the significant role that genetic risk for obesity plays in a 

systematic spectrum of diseases. This study emphasizes the importance of the use of 

polygenic risk scores and a genome-wide approach in association analyses to identify 

novel findings in future research studies. It also validates the importance of viewing 

obesity not as a single disease in clinical practice, but an indicator of other potentially 

less evident diseases.
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Figure 1. Clinical and Genomic Analysis Flow.
Clinical analysis performed with PheWAS using BMI against 1816 traits. Genomic analysis 

performed in 2 separate cohorts with PheWAS against a 97-SNP PRS and genome-wide 

PRS. BMI distribution in the clinical cohort is demonstrated. Genome-wide PRS distribution 

and correlation with BMI in the eMERGE cohort is demonstrated. 199 disease phenotypes 

across all disease categories were associated with class 3 obesity in the clinical cohort and 

the genome-wide PRS in the eMERGE and UK Biobank cohorts.
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Figure 2. A. Association of Class 3 Obesity with Diseases in PheWAS. B. Association of Obesity 
97-SNP PRS with Diseases in PheWAS in eMERGE Cohort. C. Association of Genome-wide PRS 
with Diseases in PheWAS in eMERGE Cohort.
Blue horizontal lines represent p = 0.05. Red horizontal lines represent Bonferroni 

significance threshold (p = 5.6 × 10−6) for clinical analysis [A] and false discovery 

rate significance threshold = 0.05 for genomic analysis [B-C]). Point direction relates to 

directionality of odds ratio: upward triangles are associated with increased risk for patients 

while downward triangles are associated with decreased risk.
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Figure 3. Trends of Odds Ratios in Phenotypes Significantly Associated with Class 3 Obesity in 
PheWAS.
All phenotypes with significance in class 3 obesity are visualized (433 phenotypes with OR 

>1.0). Gray represents non-significant findings. Increasing odds ratios are seen with higher 

BMI for many phenotypes.
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Figure 4. Clinically observed versus Genome-wide Obesity PRS PheWAS Effect Sizes.
Each dot represents a phenotype significantly associated with both class 3 obesity in clinical 

cohort and calculated genome-wide obesity polygenic risk score for obesity in eMERGE and 

UK biobank cohorts. 199 total phenotypes. The genome-wide PRS was scaled to a mean of 

0 and SD of 1 prior to PheWAS analysis. Red line represents linear regression. Adjusted R2 

= 0.544.
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Table 1.

Associations Between BMI Categories and Common Phenotypes 
a

Phenotype
Underweight 
<18.5 kg/m2

OR (95% CI)

Overweight
25.0–29.9 kg/m2

OR (95% CI)

Obesity Class 1
30.0–34.9 kg/m2

OR (95% CI)

Obesity Class 2
35.0–39.9 kg/m2

OR (95% CI)

Obesity Class 3
≥40.0 kg/m2

OR (95% CI)

Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 0.81 (0.71–0.91) 1.68 (1.65–1.71) 
b

3.06 (3.04–3.10) 
b

5.24 (5.21–5.27) 
b

8.28 (8.25–8.32) 
b

Polycystic Ovaries 0.45 (−0.05–0.95) 3.07 (2.94–3.19) 
b

6.44 (6.32–6.56) 
b

13.36 (13.24–13.48) 
b

23.18 (23.06–23.29) 
b

Vitamin Deficiency 1.26 (1.15–1.37) 1.09 (1.05–1.13) 
b

1.33 (1.29–1.37) 
b

1.76 (1.71–1.81) 
b

2.65 (2.61–2.70) 
b

Hyperlipidemia 0.49 (0.40–0.57) 
b

1.64 (1.62–1.67) 
b

2.17 (2.15–2.19) 
b

2.66 (2.63–2.69) 
b

3.06 (3.03–3.09) 
b

Gout 0.60 (0.28–0.92) 1.80 (1.73–1.97) 
b

2.84 (2.77–2.91) 
b

4.01 (3.92–4.09) 
b

5.38 (5.30–5.47) 
b

Obstructive Sleep Apnea 0.68 (0.41–0.95) 2.67 (2.62–2.74) 
b

6.00 (5.94–6.06) 
b

12.29 (12.23–12.36) 
b

27.36 (27.30–27.42) 
b

Essential Hypertension 0.89 (0.83–0.95) 1.48 (1.46–1.50) 
b

2.23 (2.21–2.25) 
b

3.24 (3.22–3.26) 
b

4.97 (4.94–5.00) 
b

Ischemic Heart Disease 1.05 (0.97–1.13) 1.24 (1.21–1.26) 
b

1.60 (1.57–1.63) 
b

1.95 (1.91–1.98) 
b

2.19 (2.15–2.23) 
b

Heart Failure with 
Preserved EF 1.17 (0.93–1.41) 1.35 (1.27–1.43) 

b
2.40 (2.32–2.49) 

b
4.52 (4.44–4.62) 

b
9.05 (8.95–9.14) 

b

GERD 1.25 (1.18–1.33) 
b

1.23 (1.20–1.26) 
b

1.43 (1.40–1.45) 
b

1.67 (1.63–1.70) 
b

2.05 (2.02–2.09) 
b

Osteoarthrosis 0.58 (0.48–0.69) 
b

1.53 (1.50–1.56) 
b

2.10 (2.07–2.13) 
b

2.71 (2.67–2.74) 
b

3.71 (3.67–3.75) 
b

Asthma 1.27 (1.17–1.36) 
b

1.11 (1.08–1.15) 
b

1.33 (1.29–1.37) 
b

1.64 (1.59–1.69) 
b

2.29 (2.24–2.33) 
b

Nonalcoholic Liver 
Disease 1.04 (0.87–1.20) 1.27 (1.22–1.32) 

b
1.73 (1.68–1.79) 

b
2.44 (2.37–2.50) 

b
3.23 (3.18–3.30) 

b

Atrial Fibrillation 1.23 (1.13–1.33) 1.08 (1.04–1.11) 1.33 (1.29–1.36) 
b

1.67 (1.62–1.72) 
b

2.46 (2.41–2.51) 
b

Superficial Cellulitis/
Abscess 1.18 (1.08–1.28) 1.00 (0.97–1.04) 1.19 (1.15–1.23) 

b
1.52 (1.47–1.57) 

b
2.14 (2.10–2.19) 

b

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index (calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared); EF, ejection fraction; OR, odds 
ratio; CI, confidence interval

a Information shown in the table includes the most significant associations to class 3 obesity (by p-value) with exclusion of phenotypes definitive 
for obesity. For redundant phenotypes, those with strongest OR are shown. Reference odds ratio 1.0 represents normal median BMI.

b Results significant to Bonferroni corrected p-value of p = 5.6 × 10−6 compared to individuals with normal range BMI
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